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Hair: Hair For Heroes
Make-up: Ana Cruzalegui
Models: Esca Rose Agency
Styling: Greg Milne
Products: Crazy Color
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Think multi-tones for your hair and that’s what it is – from 
sun-kissed blonde with deeper honey undertones, hazelnut 
brown spun with fi ne streaks of gold and copper enhanced 
with dark woody layers, Fall 2013 is all about a highly 
individualised hair look keeping with fall’s runway themes, 
and makes for hair that’s rich and uniquely chic. To achieve 
the desired result, pick a colourist who understands your 
need and the look you have in mind. Also note that he or she 
should have a strong control on intertwining highlights and 
lowlights, as you would need to pick a multidimensional shade 
that appeals to you
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Shades of golden brown
Hair colour for fall
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Alison 
Stewart

by Aradhana V Bhatnagar

Alison Stewart, an award 
winning hairdresser based 
in Scotland, has been in the 
business for 17 successful 
years. She runs two salons 
in Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy 
and is as passionate about her 
skills as she is innovative

Balmain Hair

A new and innovative concept, the Balmain Hair Makeover Party, held at select salons, 
has been a spectacular affair! It’s truly a win-win situation for all – the salon owner, 
the hairstylist and the consumer. Salon India shares details

Sebastian Professional 

Sebastian Professional introduces the new 
Sebastian Mini’s, the travel range with a miniature 
range of styling products. Easy to carry, the end 
result is fine and fabulous hair
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 16 Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry

 20 New launches Salons and spas across the country

 22 Trends Haute hair colour for Fall 2013 

 34 Interview Alison Stewart shares her passion for hairstyling and how it has 

become a successful career; Maria Castan on her professional journey; Ankit 

Arora on Balmain Hair Makeover Parties 

 52 In  rst person Amina Diwan, Amina’s, Mumbai

 54-58 Cover story An insight into the rise of academies in hair and beauty with inputs 

from academy heads, brand heads and more 

 59 Marketing tools Attractive offers across spas and salons

 60 Success story Nayana Karunaratne, founder of Salon Nayana on her strategy 

for success and the principles she has adhered to, to get this far

 62  Innovations TIGI BedHead shampoo and conditioner range- Elasticate and 

Recharge for healthy, shiney hair 

 64-74 International stylists Renowned stylists create awe-inspiring collections that 

witness sharp cuts and colour 

 76 Beauty Marianna Mukuchyan espouses pearls of widom to aspiring artists; 

product launches

 85-92 Spa focus Visual dynamics of Ananda in the Himalayas; article by Tracey Poole; 

spa packages and products

 94 Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where

 96 Celeb style Model Amit Ranjan talks about his hair care and  tness regime

 97 Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes

 100 In  uencers Jenjum Gadi on the synergy shared between hair, make-up artists 

and designers 

 101 Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cuts
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